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About This Game

Gameplay

Play two factions The Democratic Alliance and the Conglomerate. And control their special units, the Bionic Weapon and the
Drone.

Use them to take resources, secure strategic points and raid the enemy. Collect and launch bonuses to repair, protect or destroy
buildings and units.

Special units are controlled in a different way.
You control Drones like in a classic RTS. Unlike the Conglomerate unit, the Bionic Weapon can't be directly controlled. To

choose its direction, you have to place blocks to channel its move.
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Features

 gameplay focused on a main unit

 a campaign for the story with more than 40 missions

 a fight mode with independent maps for the challenge

 6 bots levels of difficulty in fight mode

 multiple graphic themes

 more than 40 achievements to unlock

 shortcuts and control groups

 asymmetric gameplay with 2 factions for a more varied gaming experience

 multiplayer mode with LAN and internet

World background

In a far-off solar system, on an isolated planet, the war rages on between the Democratic Alliance and the Conglomerate. More
than for the planet domination, the two factions are confronting for the control of resources.

The noxious air and the incessant fights have compelled the population to shelter in bunkers with endless galleries.

Solely the mechanic units are sent to the surface in order to collect the resources and to build defenses.

Peace will come only with the destruction of one of the factions. Bionic Attack will immerse you into the story of this conflict
at a turning point. The emergence of a new technology in the army of the Democratic Alliance rushes the Conglomerate into a

global and unprecedented offensive which leads the two factions to the ultimate battle.
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Title: Bionic Attack
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Publisher:
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Bought it for 19 cents and isn't that bad tbh. This game is awesome, because this game really annoying and stress me up
I hate this game rules, when i pause, when i touch my mouse, and GAME OVER. This game changed very little from early
access to full release. Don't buy it.

Once you realize every strike and kill is the same and so is every enemy (Two enemies. Such variety!) there is little else to do
but complete the objectives that, without satisfying gameplay, are left feeling pretty tedious.

Inventory and item system is really bad. Loot crates will "pop" open and throw your stuff into unreachable areas. Travelling
across the maps is very convoluted, and represents the greatest part of the games difficulty.

There is virtually no story. The scary atmosphere will wear off very quickly as well. Sound seems to be centered on crackling
bushes. Demons (sloths) are everywhere, so there is endless crackling from their trips in and out of the bushes.

My old review stated that this game could be good in time. Time has passed, it didn't work out for this game.

Don't buy this. Even if you have 3 friends to play with.

Demons still look like sloths.

edit : My play time is low. That's how long it takes to get through the content on this game.. This seems to be an average HOG
with a variety of games and scenes to explore, in which case I would recommend it. Unfortunately, it has a bug which meant I
could only play half the game (a puzzle didn't appear and due to linearity of gameplay prevented me from continuing) so it's a
thumbs down from me.. There's a reason that this game is called chip's challenge so expect nothing less. Just a warning though,
if patience is not your thing don't buy it. If you want to beat the game in one day don't buy it. If you can't handle failure don't
buy it. It's a true challenge, a clever, simplistic in first glance game that manipulates all its components to create something new
on every level. I have played many, way too many games and this one is nothing like the others. It's a must have game that you
can play a few minutes every day, but no more than that hoping that you manage to make a small progress by beating one or two
levels.. Nah ...

A Dev that is unable to put a proper working Vsync option in their game. And you can't force it either.

Probably won't play again.
. This is a clicker/idle game based on the election with Hillary and Trump which I find elections similar to that of mowing over
a grounded bees nest and angering the entire swarm, then you get stung all over. You wonder why you didn't see it coming in the
first place. In fact the real truth of the matter is I'm politically nuetral to all of this. I don't vote so for me to play this is an
oxymoron.

Now this game despite it's old school style graphics which I like doesn't have much going for it and some characters you have to
pay real money for, which is a paywall feature and is no no. Pay for the game and then pay to unlock some of the characters
within to play as them... Yeah definitely a no-no in my book. Anyways besides that you can either upgrade how many vps per
second you get by upgrading buildings you have or cps by upgrading the clicker power ups. Simple...
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Still isn't worth the time seeing as the devs vanished from this game a year ago and claimed they would update this game with 2
new characters and yet still did nothing. Stay away from this game until the devs come back from non-transparency. Very
relaxing and quite enjoyable, yet can also be quite challenging at times! The sandbox mode is really \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
to mess around with :)
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Well worth the price - mature, interesting story with depth.
First playthrough, I ruined everything trying to second-guess the choices. My second persona, Ronor Vane, survives as a
formidable and greatly respected war hero who played by his own rules while never endangering others.
It was easy to get attached to some characters, or feel dread when others made an appearance. The heavier decisions will get
your pulse up and have you doubting yourself.
If you like reading, it's great. Kept myself awake too long last night over-thinking my character's decisions and their
implications on the war.. The first game was fun, it was mostly skill based and not very memory based. In this, Act 2 and later
are fully based on memorisation. There are even invisible enemies that you have to redo the level over and over to figure out
where they all are. It just isn't fun, and I don't see why I should be forced to retry multiple times for reasons that aren't based on
my skill.. Baby didn't want the pacifier, I ended up throwing the baby out of bounds, forgot about the baby for 31 days. Now I
feel like Casey Anthony. 10/10 would let cute girls kidnap me again and stockholm syndrome the game. game is bad and cant
kill someone even if shot 65 times with a pistol. dawn that game is so much fun !
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